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THE WHITE I-lOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

02 Jun 80 

Jack SUllivan 

The 
the 
and 
You r 

cc: 

attached was returned in 
President's outbox today 
is forwarded to you for 

information. 

Rick Hut cheson 

Jack Watson 
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suggest marginal note referring 
to Watson, indicating cc to Sullivan. 

Phil Wise says Sullivan has been 
asking him for about 2 weeks now 
for an appointment with you. 

This has come in separately. 
However, it would help Phil et al 
if you do provide non-com marginal 
note. 
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The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

JOHN M. SULLIVAN 

�� � pv/// 
&t_;{,/� �� 7� 
May 29, lgSO � � 

� /'4/r-H41tf-o/-

d 

On Friday, June 6, the United States Railway Association (USRA) will 
meet to discuss the planned resignation of Mr. Edward Jordan as 
Chairman of the Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail). Mr. Jordan's 
resignation gives you the opportunity (through USRA) to recommend to 
the board of directors of Conrail a new chairman who will show both 
firmness and sensitivity in dealing with the many problems that Conrail 
presents. The railroad serves a 14-state region that includes 48 percent 
of the nation's population and accounts for nearly 50 percent of our 
Gross National Product. Public investment to date is $3.3 billion and 
Conrail continues to lose $300 to $400 million a year. Over the next 
five years Mr. Jordan's successor could play a key role in minimizing 
the cost of Conrail to the Government. At the same time, by making 
intelligent improvements in the structure of the railroad, his successor 
could improve the efficiency of our steel, auto, and coal industries. 

I would like to be your choice as chairman of Conrail. I would bring 
to the job twenty years' experience as a Northeast businessman and 
three years' experience as your Federal Railroad Administrator. In 
my current job I have worked successfully for deregulation of the 
industry, for rationalization of the Amtrak passenger network and for 
restructuring of the Midwest railroads without heavy reliance on federal 
bailouts. · 

Faithfully yours, 

~ 

ElectrostatDc Copy Msde 

forr PreBentatBon Puvpoi$SS 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 30, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: RICK HUTCHESON � £,,..._ tr lui 

SUBJECT: Status of Presidential Requests 

WATSON: 

(5/2} Appoint Bob McKinney to the Board of Directors of the 
Federal National Mortgage Association -- Done. 

(5/12} Comment on the letter from President and Mrs. Ford on 
naming Senator Harold Hughes as Chairman of the National 
Commission on Alcoholism and Other Alchohol-Related Problems. 
(3/6} Dr. Pursch and Darryll Sorenson have been recommended 

for the Alchol and Drug Commission. Keep them on the list -

In Progress,. (appropriations have not been made available for 
th1s commission. When funding is approved you will appoint 
9 members. With your approval Harold Hughes will be appointed 
Chairman and Dr. Pursch and Darryll Sorenson will be appointed 
members} . 

(5/19} Concerning the Chairman for 
Charles Zwick and he is a good man. 
does not know the other candidates. 
Secretary Miller, Lloyd Cutler, etc 

COWPS, the President knows 
However, the President 
Check carefully with 

-- In Progress. 

(5/27} Concerning the list of candidates for Chairman of the 
Board of Directors of the Energy Security Corporation, the 
President wants you to check with Irv Shapiro and Frank Cary 
first. If they are unavailable then move further -- In Progress. 

EIZENSTAT 

(4/14} Assess for the President, the letter from Berkley Bedell 
and concerned citizens of Northwest Iowa regarding agricultural 
economy in their areas -- Done. 

(5/26} (and Watson} Please comment on Secretary Marshall's 
proposal on providing additional summer employment opportunities 

.this summer for disadvantaged youth -- In Progress, (Secretary 
Harris has also forwarded a memo on this topic which is with 
the White House Staff. Stu and Jack will be commenting on 
this topic by June 5.) 

Electrostartlc Ccpy M�de 

fc�r Preserostlon Puvpo�es 



BRZEZINSKI 

(5/5) The President wants an expedited answer to M
·
alcolm Fraser's I 

letter on the hostages. Outline how we are staying in touch d� 
and list upcoming meetings at FM and top levels -- Done. 

(5/5) Please inform the President of the status of the 
Ambassador to Luxembourg -- Done. 

(5/14) On the process on foreign policy/national security speeches I 
where does State and Defense come in? It should be early -- Done.� 

(5/20) When Belaunde is elected, the President wants you to 
send him the President's congratulations -- Done. 

(5/20) The President wants to send a strong message to Fahd 1 concerning holding steady oil production and price through 1980. � 
Check with Stu and work with State on an early draft -- Done. 

SECRETARY BROWN: 

(5/23) The President would like you to have someone look into 
the case of Lt. Commander Grant Telfer -- In Progress, (response 
expected 6/4). 

SECRETARY MILLER: 

(5/20) PRIVATE. The President believes the bankers are cheating 
the public by keeping the price rate too high. Advise immediately 
about what can be done -- Done. 

HUGH CARTER: 

(5/21) Commander Brown has requested that men of NIMITZ and 
Carrier Air Wing EIGHT receive the Presidential Unit Citation 
and the Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal. Check on how to 
handle routinely without getting the Commander in trouble -

D one ·(Letter of explanation sent to Commander Brown, attached.) 

EDectrostatBc Copy Made 
for Presewatlon Puvpoaes 

L 
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Deftr ·Commander Brown:'··-.-... ;.···· 
:'",-, ; :_ �'._.;:_.=:�}�:;-.:-�i:�_�: ;;.s:::-: 

-.··;:'·'::. .. '_· ' . . .. 
:-_· _.-::-,-> �-::·.,·;"��-:<< 

· .. . -:-.··:: ::.;.':1:·�-"'�·.:. "tJ..'!�f� 
. . �.-. ' .,.L., . -.-· .. 

This is in response to your �:ecent -l�tter• suggesting that membe1:s of. the uss· .. :<:::-:.f:;r;ih:;-: 
NIMITZ Battle Group (which includes. the cruisers. TEXAS and .CALIFORNIA •... as· well_:_,�_(,!Z,•;:\·,:. 
as NIMITZ).: be awarded�: the Armecl Forces, Expeditionary .Medal and the. Presideutiat.;;P:��-·-·: 
Unit Citation. 

. 
·· ·�. 

The President expressed. the higb. regard he has for all the personnel of the 
NIMITZ Battle G�:oup when he greeted them on Memorial Dny, on their return frCM 
the Group's nine month cruise to the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean. 
Speaking for all Americans; President,Carter thanked crew members for their 
historic· deployment in support of riur policy objectives in this strategic 
region. In recognition of the mauy·sacrifices, challenges and hardships of 
military duty, the President has asked the Congress to provide more al'!>ropriate · 
compensation for sea .and flight duty, high-cost area houainR, reenlistment and · 

dependent dental care.::'·· 

Unfortunately, the decorations which you suggest can only be awarded for 
combat or C:O!!tb&t-related actions. In view of the character of this deployment 
(and of the humanitarian aspect s of the rescue attempt staged from NIMITZ's 
flight deck) , awards of this nature cannot be authorized. Nevertheless, 
reflecting the high regard in vhieh members of this B:lttle Group are held, the 
President understands that ND1ITZ, TEXAS and C..>\LIFOR.I"UA. crew members hAve 
received both the Navy Expeditionary 'Hedal and the new Sea Services D(!1)loyment 
Ribbon. These awards-which can b& presented for peacetime operstions in 
distant waters--are the material evidence of the admiration and gratitude all 
Americans feel for the superb pi!Tformance of these fine ships and their able 
crews. 

I am conf ident that 
·
you asree the �tavy Expedi�i�uary Medal and the Sea Services .

. · 

Deployment Ribbon-presented by Secretary Ridalgo on the day of the P-reaident's 
visit-are appropriate reco81lition. 

I uould like to thank you for your concern, and add my congratulations to 
those you and your men have already received for the outstanding effort you 
demonstrated in carrying out your mission. 

Sincerely. 

HARVIN L. BFA��. JR. 
Director 

��ite Bouse Militar] Office 

Commsnder Emory w. Brown, Jr. 
VF-84 

IE&ectrostatBc Copy M�de 

for Preservation PuvpcHS 
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NAME ROSALYNN PALLOT (Pronounced ROZ-A-LIN 

. TITLE --------------
Requested by __ P

_
h

_
i

_
l

_
W

_
i
_
s
_
e 

_ _ 

/ _; 

CITY/STATE-----------

Phone Number--Home (309 665-1416 
Date of Request May 30, 1980 

Work (_) ______ _ 

Other(_) ______ _ 

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary) 

To express condolences on the death of her husband, Richard 

Pallot, who died of a heart attack on Wednesday. Richard 

was one of your early supporters and a fundraiser in Miami. 

___ !!_� _ ��-� _ �!- -���- .?-� - �!_1_e:_ _::��-e:�� -�!:C:t;!.<.:-X�� _!_�<;:�p_t_����--��=�- _C:�- _!:-�� -� .: __ I:!<?�.:s_e. 
NOTES: (Date of Call ( . 1-- ) ---'-------' 

. .  · 

.:. ,· 
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02 Jun 80 

The First Lady 
The 
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and 

attached was President's is forwarded 

returned in outbox today to you for 
you r informatio�. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

6-2-80 

To: President carter -� 
The First Lady / . 

L---.. 
Fran: Sarah Weddington() 

Re: Undate on EFA F\mdriaser, June 18, 1980. 

There are nON 55 sponsors ($2500) , 20 patrons ($500} , and 6 individual 
ticket holders -- and tiE invitations are on ly l:eing mailed today. 't'Je 
have a gocrl shot at a good attendance. 

The Dinner has raised $70, 000 and tl'Ere are three weeks :yet to sell 
tickets. 

We hear tiE Kermedy people have been fur: •· .ious because this venture is 
turning out to l:e so successful. 

Electrostatic Copy M�de 
for Prasowatacn P�n·po$®$ 
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MEMORANDUM 

CQN:£lQIHP!'IAL 

INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUr-1 FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

3372 

CONFIDENTIAL 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

W.-\SHI:>!GTON 

June 3, 1980 

THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

Letter to You from President Guzman 
of the Dominican Republic 

President Guzman has written you in response to your letter of 
March 17 concerning the Olympic boycott. Guzman states that 

·although the Dominican Republic's Olympic Committee is an 
autonomous organization, his government made a statement saying 
that, (a) it would prefer the country's athletes not go to 
MOscow; (b) the Dominican Republic's Government would not give 
any financial or other assistance to the Olympic Committee for 
this purpose; and (c) the Government would not permit members of 
the military to participate. He notes these military athletes 
comprise 90 percent of those previously scheduled to participate 
in Moscow. (�) 

President Guzman pledges his government's full cooperation with 
proposed new initiatives by private voluntary organizations in 
the Caribbean, like Caribbean/Central American Action, although 
he doesn't mention it specifically. (� 

No reply is necessary. (U) 

' 

CONF IfJE.�.� I' !AL 

Review 6/2/80 

ClJNFJDENTfAL 

� 
Par; Rae Project 
ESON: NLC-I Zf- <I- 3 7-!-7 

• /<5 .&WE.�ta ?fv 
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EL PRESIDEXTE DE LA REPUBLICA Dm·UNICA�A 

Excelentisimo Senor 
Jimmy Carter, 
Presidente de los 

Santo Domingo, D.N,. 
9 de mayo de 1980 

Estados Unidos de America, 
La Casa Blanca, 
Was h i n g to n , D . C . 

Estimado Senor Presidente: 

Con mucho placer he recibido la carta que 
me ha dirigido Su Excelencia el pasado 17 de marzo, 
en relacion con la decision de mi Gobierno de no 
participar en los Juegos Olimpicos de Mosca. 

Como bien sabe Su Excelencia, el Comite 
Olimpico Dominicano es un organismo autonomo, cuyas 
decisiones no pueden ser dictadas por el Gobierno 
Dominicano; sin embargo, el Poder Ejecutivo de la 
Republica Dominicana ha heche una declaracion publi 
ca que en su porcion final reza: 

-

2- 11El Gobierno Dominicano no inter
ferira en la decision que tome el 
Comite Olimpico Dominicano, perc 
preferiria que sus atletas no va
yan a Moscu11• 

3- 11El Gobierno Dominicano no dara 
ayuda economica ni de ningun otro 
genera al Comite Olimpico Domini
cane para el proposito expresado11• 

4- 11El Gobierno Dominicano tampoco 
permitira que los Atletas que sean 
militares asistan a los Juegos 
Olimpicos senalados ... 

tmAssiFim 
. . . I . . · _Per; Rae ProJE!ct 

_ESDN: NLC-1<�·<1-37-(-1 

�DATf.(.,fft?//.3 • } 
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EL PRESIDENTE DE LA REPUBLICA DoMrNICANA 

- 2 -

Deseo aclararle, Senor Presidente, que 
los atletas militares representan mas del 90% de 
los que estaban supuestos a participar en los 
Juegos Olimpicos. Ademas, y no obstante la auto 
nomia del Comite Olimpico, se le ha hecho un lla 
mado oficial a dicho organismo, para que se 

-

abstenga de participar en los Juegos de Moscu. 

En cuanto a las iniciativas de organi
zaciones privadas que visitaran paises del Caribe 
me siento esperanzado par el aviso que de ellas 
me hace Su Excelencia. Tenga la seguridad de que 
mi Gobierno brindara la mayor cooperacion a esas 
misiones cuyo prop6sito es fortalecer lazos entre 
los paises del area del Caribe. 

Al reiterar mi satisfaccion par su ama
ble mensaje hago provecho de la ocasion para ex
presar a Su Excelencia los sentimientos de mi mas 
alta consideracion. 

.r· fl£CtASSif!EO 
--�; Rae Project 
-- ESDN; NLC-!<.t ·'21- 3-7.1-7 
����(/I(� 
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SUMMARY Trull�SLATION 

Letter dated May 9, 1980 from·the President of the 
Dominican Republic, Antonio Guzman, to President Carter. 

President Guzman thanks President Carter for his letter 
of March 17 concerning the DR's decision to boycott the 
Moscow Olympics and reaffirms that, although the DR Olympic 
Committee is an autonomous organization, his government 
made a statement saying that, (a) the government would 
prefer that its athletes not go to Moscow; (b) the DR 
government would not give any financial or other assistance 
to the Olympic Committee for this purpose and (c) the 
governmen·t would not permit members of the military to 
participate in the Olympics (he notes these military 
athletes comprise 90% of those scheduled to participate 
in Moscow) . 

President Guzman also pledges his government's full 
cooperation with the proposed new initiatives by private 
voluntary organizations in the Caribbean. 

......- .0reU\SS!rim 
..... � !Plac Projed 
., IESDN; NLC-t2t'- 2 I� ..17,J- 7 

.�!ff!W ... • 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 2, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY NEIL GOLDSCHMIDT 
JIM MCINTYRE 
FRANK MOORE 

SUBJECT: Department of Transportation Request 
for Authority to Call up Coast Guard Reserves 

The President has approved the request as out line/in Jim Mcintyre's 
1memorandum of May 30 on the above-referenced subject (attached). 

The President noted, however, "First, .consult with Congress a �eaders
Expedite." 

cc: Jody Powell 
Zbig Brzezinski 

Rick Hutcheson 

·( 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
6/2/80 

Mr. President: 

Jack Watson concurs with the recommendation 

to call-up the Coast Guard Reserves for 

involuntary active duty. They want to 

ensure that they can fulfil their mission 
in other parts of the country. Also, in 

order to continue its current effort in 
the Florida Straits, it will be necessary 

to maintain the present high levels of 

active duty personnel in that area. 

The Coast Guard, Watson and NSC have no 

objection to Mcintyre's recommendations. 

Authorize a call-up of 900 reservists 

over a six-week period (300 in each two 

week period. Recommended by Coast Guard, 

Mcintyre, Watsonld NSC. 

� APPROVED -<1 

Authorize a call-up of 2,500 reservisits 

over the next 90 days for not more than 
14 days each. (Original Coast Guard 

recommendation.) 

APPROVED 

Rick/Bill 

' ., 
.·.; 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

MAY 3 0 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT () • -� 

FROM: James T. Mcintyre, Jr.� 
SUBJECT: DOT Request for Authority to Call up Coast Guard Reserves 

The Department of Transportation has recommended that you authorize the 
Secretary to call to active duty up to 2,500 Coast Guard reservists 
over the next 90 days. Not more than 400 would be called at one time, 
none for more than two weeks, and this would meet their summer training 
obligation. The reservists would be used to provide relief at rescue 
stations from which regular Coast Guard personnel have been pulled out 
and sent to Key West. Estimated 1980 budget impact is $1 to $1.5 
mill ion. 

This peacetime call-up authority has been exercised only once before. 
In April 1973 about 134 reservists were activated for less than a week 
or so each to deal with Mississippi floods. We have looked into the 
Coast Guard justification associated with the proposed call up. Our 
assessment is that a need for boat crew relief exists, but that the 
total number of reservists requested is somewhat excessive and the 90-
day duration is too long. Prolonged use of reservists in June and 
July will deplete the number of reservists already scheduled for active 
duty at search and rescue stations in late summer, and could simply 
shift today's problem to late summer. 

My recommendation would be to authorize a more limited call up of only 
900 reservists over a six-week period (300 in each two-week period) to 
be used mainly for rescue boat crew relief. This approach would 
provide the prompt relief which Coast Guard seeks, allows a breathing 
period during which we can better gauge the duration of the Cuban 
situation, and allows the Coast Guard to maintain search and rescue 
readiness beyond the Fourth of July weekend. If it appears an extension 
of this reserve call-up authority is needed, it could be considered in 
early July. 



THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590 

May 29, 1980 

Last Day for Action: 3 June 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THROUGH: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Coast.Guard Reserve Call Up 

Subject to your approval, I intend to authorize the call up 
of Coast Guard Reserve Forces for involuntary active duty to 
meet the domestic emergency occasioned by the Cuban Refugee 
operation. 

The draw down of active duty personnel from the various Coast 
Guard Districts to meet the extraordinary needs in the Seventh 
Coast Guard District has caused a serious reduction in the 
capability of the Coast Guard to perform its missions elsewhere. 

To provide direct and indirect support to the active service, 
not more than 2,500 officers and enlisted personnel will be 
recalled for not more than 14 days each during the next 90 days. 
The initial group will be required to report 48 hours after your 
approval is given. 

I request your approval in accordance with Public Law 92-479 
(14 usc 764). 

We understand the Office of Management and Budget has completed 
its analysis and is forwarding it to y�u separately. 
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590 

MAY 2 3 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THROUGH: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

Wil�iam J. Beckha� . --� /l 0 0 
Act1ng Secretary '\�� \;Y�� 

Coast Guard Reserve Call Up 

Subject to your approval, I intend to authorize the call up 
of Coast Guard Reserve Forces for involuntary active duty to 
meet the domestic emergency occasioned by the Cuban Refugee 
operation. 

The draw down of active duty personnel from the various Coast 
Guard Districts to meet the extraordinary needs in the Seventh 
Coast Guard District has caused a serious reduction in the 
capability of the Coast Guard to perform its missions elsewhere. 

To provide direct and indirect support to the active service, 
not more than 2,500 officers and enlisted personnel will be 
recalled for not more than 14 days each during the next 90 days. 
The initial group will be required to report 48 hours after your 
approval is given. 

I request your approval in accordance with Public Law 92-479 
(14 usc 764). 

Electrostat�c Copy M�de 

for PreseQ'\fstlon Purpcaes I 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May29, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE1PRESIDENT- _ � 
FROM: JACK wi.TSON 

SUBJECT: 

. ,, - . 

• < ' -

A�tirig··- S
.
e

_
c

-

Coast Guar-
·, . . 

ry Beckham's Memorandum regarding 
serve Calb-Up 

I concur_with the recommendation to call-up the Coast Guard Reserve 
for involuntary active duty. I have discussed the matter-with Admiral 
Hayes, Commandant of the Coast Guard, who wants to ensure that the 
Coast Guard can fulfil its .. mission in other parts of the country, 
particularly since the summer season will bring greatly increased 
numbers of pleasure boats into the water. In order to continue 
performing its current mission in the Florida Straits, it will be 
necessary to maintain the present high levels of active duty personnel 
in that area. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 1; 1980 

MEMORANDUM TO THE'PRESDIENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Memo re: Coast Guard 
Reserve 

I have spoken with Admiral Costello and the Coast Guard has 
no objec tion to Jim Mcintyre's recommendation . 

. : ; 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

MAY 3 0 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

James L t1cintyre, Jr. (signed) Jim 

DOT Request for Authority to Call up Coast Guard Reserves 

The Department of Transportation has recommended that you authorize the 
Secretary to call to active duty up to 2,500 Coast Guard reservists 
over the next 90 days. Not more than 400 would be called at one time, 
none for more than tv1o weeks, and this would meet their summer training 
obligation. The reservists would be used to provide relief at rescue 
stations from which regular Coast Guard personnel have been pulled out 
and sent to Key West. Estimated 1980 budget impact is $1 to $1.5 
mi 11 ion. 

This peacetime call-up authority has been exercised only once before. 
In April 1973 about 134 reservists were activated for less than a week 
or so each to deal with Mississippi floods. We have looked into the 
Coast Guard justification associated with the proposed call up. Our 
assessment is that a need for boat crew relief exists, but that the 
total number of reservists requested is somewhat excessive and the 90-
day duration is too long. Prolonged use of reservists in June and 
July will deplete the number of reservists already scheduled for active 
duty at search and rescue stations in late summer, and could simply 
shift today's problem to late summer. 

My recommendation would be to authorize a more limited call up of only 
900 reservists over a six-week period (300 in each two-week period ) to 
be used mainly for rescue boat crew relief. This approach would 
provide the prompt relief which Coast Guard seeks, allows a breathing 
period during which we can better gauge the duration of the Cuban · 

situation, and allows the Coast Guard to maintain search and rescue 
readiness beyond the Fourth of July weekend. If it appears an extension 
of this reserve call-up authority is needed, it could be considered in 
early July. 
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ANDREW LEVISON 

1437 WESSYNGTON ROAD 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30306 

404/873-5212 

Memo: 

To: Andrew Young 

From: Andrew Levison 

Re: Carter's re-election campaign and the book The Full Employment 
Alternative. 

A major problem President Carter will face in the general 
election is to regain the support of the liberals now behind 
Teddy Kennedy. This will be particularly difficult in the 
area of.economics because Kennedy's attacks have been exceptionally 
bitter and, in consequence, many of his supporters now seriously 
believe that Carter is "no better thjtn a RepubJ.,ican" and practicing 
"Herbert Hoover's economics". This is also reinforced by the 

media, which frequently describe :President Carters's policies 
as incresingly "conservative". 

I believe my book, The full Employment Alternative , might 
be of some use to President Carter's issues people and others 
who have to deal with this problem. The book is the first 
popular study of the problem of unemployment which argues that 
president Carter's approach is, in reality, far more 
progressive then Sen. Kennedy's brand of liberalism. It 
shows that Kennedy's approach (continued use of unfocused 
spendin� with wage-price controlls to mask the inflationary 
effects) is, in fact, conservative, in that it is basically 
a continuation of the conventional post war policies. President 
Carter's approach, on the other hand, embodied in the passage 
of the Humphr�- Hawkins Bill and the signing of the National 
Accord with the AFL-CIO, actually reflects a mo�e sophisticated 
view, and moves American policy in the.direction of the more 

advanced european countries ( these countries policies, it should 
be noted, are also acknowledged by American liberals to be 
more progressive and successful then our own) . Thus, the 
book clearly supports President Carter's side of the argumeent 
with the Kennedy people and does so,from a clearly progressive, 
rather then conservative,point of view. 

It is obvious that the book itself can only have a limited 
effect on public opinion in the months ahead, but I think 
it could be of use to some individuals in the administration. 
It provides an approach for those who will have to confront 
the smug assumption on the part of many liberals that only 
Kennedy advocates the cause of the poor and unemployed,_while 
�a�;er has abandoned them. Equally there are some ideas which 



.. 

two 

might be of us e in the print and media campaign. 

I have included a typed copy of an article I wrote1 part 
of which was excerpted in the Los Angeles Times. It is a good 
s ummary of the arguments in the book and can be read fairly 
quickly .. I think it is worth showing to some people in _the 
administration. 

Andrew Levi son 
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THE FULL EMPLOYMENT ALTERNATIVE 

The swift rise in unemployment to over 7% in the past 

month and the probability that the current resession will 

be at least as severe as the previous one has elevated the 

problem of unemployment once again to the center of economic 

policymaking. Although the economic debate up to now has been 

dominated by inflatbn, the mounting trend of layoffs and 

incresing joblessness is rapidly changing this emphasis 

and the debate is already returning to the predictable split 

between those favoring some form of tax cut as a solution and 

others supporting no action other then continued reluance 

on the free market. 

The most depressing aspect of this debate is that neither 

of these approaches offers any possibility of achieving the 

goal opinion polls consistantly indicate most Americans 

favor-- a set of policies aimed at achieving genuine and 

stable full employment. The faith in the "free market" as a 

solution simply reflects the view that modern unemployment is 

actually tolerable and that high levels of joblessness are 

a necessary price which must be paid for progress 

in controlling inflation. Equally, while tax cuts can 

reasonably be predicted to stimulate economic activity, 

they can also be predicted to create renewed inflationary 

pressure when a recovery begins, thus setting the stage for 

another induced recession if the level of inflation reaches 

politically intolerable levels. 



Yet there is an alternative. A set of policies designed 

to improve the co-ordination and long�term planning of 

government policy � to establish spesific manpower and other 

measures for particular geographic areas and industries, 

and to develop what is called a "social contract" approach to 

the wage-price spiral can, in principle, establish the 

basis for stable and non-inflationary full employment. The 

central obstacle, in fact, is not that such an approach is 

unrealistic in political or economic terms, but that it 

requires a very clear conceptual break with both conservative 

and conventional liberal views of economic policy. 

To see this, the place to begin is with the classical 

conservative solution -- reliance on the free market. Not 

only has this view gained incresing support in recent years 

but it was also in response to i�s failure that modern liberalism 

emerged, and the source of the latter's current difficulty 

is that, rather then being a total break with the past, 

it was at best a half-hearted compromise. 
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The conservative faith that an unregulated free 

market, without either trade unions or government 

intervention, could adequately solve the problem of 

unemployment was essentially based on two propositions. 

The first held that competition between workers for jobs 

and between businessmen for opportunities to utilize 

their material and financial resources would insure 

that each received wages and profits exactly com-
I 

mensura�e with the contribution of their labor and 

capital to production. In consequence, trade unions were 

inevitably destructive, forcing companies to pay some 

workers more than they "deserved" and distorting the 

best use of labor and capital. In the conservative 

view the solution was therefore to reduce their influence 

to the lowest possible level. 

The second proposition was that, for the economy 

as a whole, competition created an automatic tendency to

ward the creation of full employment. Competition among 

workers for j?bs would serve to allocate labor to the 

various job opportunities across the economy while 

variations in the profitability of different projects 

would lead businessmen to allocate capital equipment in 

a similarly appropriate fashion. As a result, no 

conscious government policies could be expected to 

provide results superior to those which would arise 

naturally from market forces. 
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These two propositions· are central to the con

servative view, and they encountered quite different 

fates. The first, regarding trade unions, was the 

subject of a long and torturous debate in the technical 

literature which never reached the public eye. It was 

only well into the post-war period, in fact, that a 

critique appeared demonstrating that the conception 

failed to meet certain agreed on criteria for an 

acceptable economic theory. The notion that free market 

wages and profits were necessarily divided in the correct 

way, it turned out, was not a consistent theory at all, 

but rather like the philosophy that Voltare had 

saterized in Candide (that all is necessarily for the 

best in the best,of all possible worlds) • .  Like that 

view, the conservative argument could neither be 

proven nor disproven and it offered no basis for 

decision-making in the real world. Although the 

academic debate continued even into the seventies, 

by the mid-sixties the major participants had con-

ceded that this argument was not an adequate basis 

for a policy based on the rejection of trade unions. 

The second proposition, on the other hand, had 

a shorter and more dramatic history. Even in the 

worst period of the great depression the dominant 

conservative opiniOh held that the best policy was 

continued reliance on the automatic process of 
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adjustment that would ultimately return the economy 

to full employment. In 1936, however, John Maynard 

Keynes provided a striking refutation. He demonstrated 

that, under certain conditions, a depression could 

create a continuing vi,cious cycle, rather than an 

automatic process of adjustment, and that high un

employment could therefore last an unknown period of 

years or even decades. Government measures to stimu

late investment and production on the other hand, could 

be reliably predicted to reduce unemployment in a 

reasonable amount of time. 

Keynes did not propose any precise set of policies 

for this purpose, however, and as it happened, it was 

actually the massive increase in military investment and 

production required.for world war two that reduced 

unemployment to almost negligable levels by 1943 

rather than any focused government programs. Thus, 

when the Employment Act of 1946 was passed the problem 

of unemployment no longer appeared as a crisis, and 

the Act contained only an undefined mandate for future 

governments to take such action as was necessary 

to prevent a major depression from occuring again. 

It was in this context that the "liberal" approach 

to economic policy became establiahed. In essence it 

borrowed from both Keynes and the conservatives. The 

need for economic stimulation through tax outs or 



. .  

deficit speriding was accepted, but this being done, 

it held that the economy could otherwise be left to 

the automatic adjustments·of the market. 

6 

There were serious difficulties, both logical and 

practical, with this reliance on both government inter-

vention and market forces at the same time, but the 
-� 

approach had the great virtue of requiring congress tg���§��i
:��}; 

;.,.; .. . do only that which it preferred to do anyway. It 

sanctioned leaving politic ally distasteful questi
.
ons · �.:.�-- �:'.�·:.= ' _  

of the distribution of income between labor and capital 
-·· 

to the 1orces of the presumably free market, as well as 

the equally,difficult problem of insuring a long-term 

balance between the_ pattern of investment in various 

industries and the location and skills of the available 

workers. In fact, in the liberal view, congress's major 

responsibility was limited to the entirely pleasurable 

. .  
:·��� �-!�;. 

\· 
task of spending more or reducing taxes when unemploy- . -:�t · 

ment was rising and decreasing the stimulation somewhat 

when unemployment was low and excessive economic 

activity was causing inflationary pressures to appear� 

It was this politically attraotive aspect of the 

liberal view that made for its quick acceptance and 

popularity. Even when poverty was recognized-as a 

major social issue in the ear.ly sixties, the proposed 

solutions were essentially grafted onto the basic 

approach, rather than causing a re-evaluation. 

-;�,:�):;'. ··:r,�1·:,· 
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Poverty was treated as a separate� basically "ethical" 

issue of unequal incomes, best dealt with by the voters 

endorsing further social programs such as welfare 

and other transfer payments to the poor. 

Even at the height of its popularity, however, 

there was ample evidence that this conventional view 

was inadequate. The rapid changes in the pattern of 

investment1 popularly known as automation, substantially 

reduced the number of unskilled or semi-skilled jobs 

such as had provided upward mobility for previous 

gene rations of immigrant workers. Together with 

the unrestricted geographic mobility of industry in 

the post-war period, the northern central cities in 

particular suffered sharp declines in the number of 

available jobs and the unemployment rates for Blacks 

and Black youth in particular rose correspondingly. 

In consequence, although the national unemployment rate 

in 1968 was the 4% defined as· "full employment" in the 

conventional view, the ghettos of America were in flames 
• 

and the report of the President's Advisory Commission 

on Civil Disorders held unemployment and underemployment 

to be "the most persistant grievance of minorities." 

Of equal long-range significance, however, was 

the unresolved problem of inflation. The notion that 

relatively minor decreases in the level of economic 



stimulation could limit spurts of inflation was only 

plausible in a totally competitive economy of small 

8 

firms and weak or nonexistent unions. In such cir

cumstances, wages and prices would indeed rise and fall 

directly in relation to the level of economic stimulation. 

But in the real world of large corporations and strong 

trade unions, wages and prices did not fall the moment 

the level of government stimulation declined, and 

in practice the inflationary process did not resemble 

a series of "f'ine-tunings" periodically rectifing its 

impact, but rather something like the rachet mechanism 

on an automobile jack which prevents it from f'all�ng 

when pressure is reduced and then allows it to rise 

from its higher level when additional pressure is 

applied. 

The inadequacy of the c?nventional approach was 

thus quite clear even before the Arab oil boycott of 

1973 added the long range issues of energy supplies 

and. environmental protection as critical and immediate 

issues of' economic policy. By that time conventional 

policies could only insure "stagflatio�" high levels 

of' both unemployment and inflation, and not a meaningful 

solution. 

The difficulty did not lie in a total absence 

of alternatives. The various European countries had 
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undergone quite different process of transition from 

the era of reliance on free market policies, and in each 

- different approaches had been developed to the manage� 

ment of the modern economy. 

Sweden, for example, was recognized to have devised 

a far more effective strategy for dealing with the 

problem of modern unemployment. In contrast to aid 

to the families of dependent children and other income 

suppliments provided in the United States, the Swedish 

approach was based on providing employment, even for 

the old and handicapped. The Swedish system included 

not only training and retraining programs for those 

whose jobs were outmoded by technology, and relocation 

assistance for people in declining regions, but also 

measures to stablize private investment over the 

business cycle and also to target public spending to areas 

and occupations in particular need. In consequence, 

by the mid-sixties, it was conceded even by the most 

hostile critics that Sweden had achieved the best 

approximation of genuine full employment of any country 

during the post-war period. 

This achievement was not properly appreciated 

in the United States however because the conventional 

descriptions of Sweden as a "welfare state" obscured 

the crucial distinction between American welfare and 
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other income support programs and the Swedish approach 

which was more focused on.providing jobs. 

A similar problem of interpretation prevented a 

clear understanding of economic policy in West Germany. 

Although often inaccurately described as following 

"free market" policies, West Germany was actually an 

advanced social democracy which had the full range of 

"liberal" programs in areas such as.health insurance, 

social security, and unemployment compensation. Even 

more important, trade unions in West Germany were 

accepted as necessary and legitimate institutions to a 

far greater extent than in the United States and during 

the post-war period they came to play a more extensive 

ro:e in the economy than in any other European country. 

One result was a system of collective bargaining, 

based on the concept of a "social contract" between 

labor1 business and government1 that largely avoided the 

problem of the wage-price spiral. The strong and 

cen�ralized German trade unions negotiated on 

an almost equal basis with business and government, 

and as a result, they were able to bargain directly 

over the distribution of real income between labor 

and capital for the country as a who�e, rather than on 

a piecemeal basis for money wage increases of uncertain 

:real value. The consequence was a pattern of wag� 

increases which, although apparently small, retained 

their purchasing power and did not lead to an ever 

__:_: ... ·- -·- :--··-- -·-·· ... ·-··--·-:--··-:--·-· .. 
_....,...._,....._ ��· .... __ ,,_,_ _______ ..,_�-·-- .. . 
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increasing cycle of "catch-up" wage and price increases 
. { 

as in other countries. 

Finally, even France, although in many ways a more 

conservative society than West Germany, had also 

developed positive innovations in economic policy. 

Most striking was the system of "indicative planning" 

which coordinated government tax, credit and regulatory 

policies and shaped them to fit the needs and require

ments of specific industries. Based on a technique 

known as input-output analysis, the French government 

developed forecasts of economic growth and the kinds 

of policies.needed to facilitate it on an industry

by-industry basis. These then served as the basis for 

negotiations between the government and specific 

companies on the precise mixture of taxes, incentives 

and other government policies to be applied. 

In the sixties this approach was frequently 

credited with helping to insure France's relatively 

rap'id rate of economic growth but the real appeal of 

the idea for America only became obvious in the 1970's. 

As the need for government policies in areas such as 

energy, the environment, occupational health and safety, 

product safety and others became apparent, a whole series 

of new regulatory agencies came into existance, each 

charged with enforcing particular laws, but none 

with the job of overall coo/inlation. The increasing 
'· 
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volume of such frequently changing and sometimes con

tradictory regulations created serious problems for 

corporations in planning their long-term investment. 

The ironic result was that in the mid-seventies, 

significant sectors of business could be found among 
!ot•l! fonif cr . 

those calling for
A

national economic planning. 

Thus, Europe alone suggested a wide variety of other 

approaches to economic policy that appeared capable of 

providing a meaningful alternative to the conventional 

view, and in the 1970's an increasing interest in such 

ideas became evident among economists and others engaged 

in the field of economic policy. 

In national politics, on the other hand, the debate 

remained mired in the policies and clliches of the great 

depression. Increasingly "liberalism" came to mean 

an advocacy of unrestrained spending and an acceptance 

of higher and higher levels of inflation. This was 

hardly a recipe for electoral success, and by the 1978 

bi-elections many liberal candidates found they could 

only win election by echoing conservative themes rather 

than their own. 

Yet, .at the same time, two recent developments 

have actually gone far toward establishing the basis 

for an alternative liberal strategy. One was the 

passage of the Hum;phry-Hawkins Full Employment and 

Balanced Growth Act of 1978. The bill clearly asserted 

the view that tradit ional policies for full employment 
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were inadequate and established in their place a 

mechanism for setting social· goals and coordinating 

the full range of government policies to achieve them. 

The act was frequently misinterpreted as ineffective 

because it did not conform to the typical reliance on 

unfocused spending as the.sole method for achieving 

full employment, but its importance lay in the policy 

planning machinery it established for congress and 

which is now available for use. 
I 

In fact, one clear consequence of the Bill was 

the second development, the signing of the "national 

accord" between the AFL-CIO and the Carter administra

tion. Consciously modeled on the European social 

contract, the accord conceded to labor a significant in

crease in influence on policy in return for a clear 

commitment to restructure collective bargaining in 

a way that would avoid the wage price spiral. This 

was also viewed as less than significant because its 

short-term impact on wages was small, but in the longer 

term it is this approach, rather than temporary wage 

and price controls, which has been central to all the 

successful European policies. 

The basic difficulty that made both of these 

developments seem less significant than they were, in 

fact, was not any inherent weakness in the advances· 

themselves, but "81! t£!5&l a dEg 



a series of events, beginning with the sharp increse in oil 

prices in 1979, and then the major impetus for military 

spending provided by the Russian invasion of Afghanistan. 

Both sent inflationary expectations skyrocketing and led 

the federal reserve to take measures conciously designed 

to create a recession. The results were far more substancial 

then desired and the current slump'may well be deeper 

and more destructive then even that of 1974-5, itself the 
. 

. 

worst increse in unemployment since the great depression. 

It is because of this sudden danger of massive 

unemployment that the debate has rapidly shifted back to 

the merits of tax cuts, rather then moving forward to any 

new approaches. Yet, the very nature of the current recession1 

as well as the evidance from past history, makes it 

clear that this cannot constitute an adequate strategy. 

For one thing, the recession will be extremely uneven 

in its impact. Particular industries such as steel and 

autos and certain areas of the country have already been 

particularly hard hit, while others will experience only 

a modest impact. Because of this, unfocused policies such 

as tax cuts, wheather for individuals or business, will lead 

to an equally unbalanced recovery, with the worst hit areas 

and industries lagging far behind. 

What is needed instead is an improved method for tailoring 

a whole range of policies to the needs of spesific areas and 
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industries, and to co-ordinate such spesific plans into a 

coherent program of recovery. A number of IE il!+ 

proposals have been made for imporving the long-term 

planning and co-ordination of econom�c policy, the most 

concrete being the 1977 recommendations of the Advisory 

Commission o�ational Growth Policy Processes. With some 

modification, the commission's proposals could be established 

within the framework of the existing Humphry-Hawkins 

leglislation, tying policies developed for spesific areas 

and industries to the Acts general mandate for achieving 

genuine full employment. 

A more focused approach to economic recovery such as 

this would reduce the danger tax cuts pose of an inflationary 

"overheating" of the economy as a recovery precedes. But, 

in addition, tax cuts also do not address the equally 

significant problem of controlling the wage- price spiral. 

In fact, even if the current recession is as severe as 

1975, it will still not reduce inflation to less then 

the underlying level established by the structure of American 

collective. barganing. The problem can only be solved by 

labor-management negociation on a broad scale and a promising 

start had innitally been made in 1977 with the formation 

of labor-management comittees in various industries under 

the chairmanship of for mer secretary of labor John Dunlop. 

This innitiative colapsed however, because in 1978 many 

of the major corporate heads on the comittee ,beganJlobbying 

for leglislation clearly aimed at undercutting very basic 

aspects of the laws providing workers with the right to 

seek union representation. The labor members of the Dunlop 
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comittee concluded, correctly, that under such circumstances 

the basis for co-operation simply did not exist. 

Under present conditions, this impass poses a serious 

danger of a renewed wage price spiral even during the 

current recession. In the recent past labor has accepted 

wage gains well below the rate of inflation and less then 

the unfettered use of their bargariing power would have allowed. 

In significant measure this was due to a tacit understanding, 

now clearly laid out in the national accord, that some 

degree of wage restraint would be practiced by labor in 

return for a continued government comittment to policies 

insuring high �mployment. With the onset of the current 

recession, this understanding is under serious strain and 

it is possible that even in the face of mounting unemployment 

unions will feel entirely justified in seeking wage gains 

substancially larger then those in the past. 

A basis for wage restraint still exists, however0 

The sharp incre-se in unemployment has made questions of 

job security and assistance for laid off workers a major 

trade union concern and on broad issues, such as the need 

for advance notification of plant closings and ajustment 

assistance for unemployed workers, trade offs between 

wage restraint and improvements in job security are possible 

to obtain. It should be noted that, unlike tax cuts, such 

aggreements would actually serve to reduce both unemployment 

and inflation at the same time. 

This cannot occure9 however, without a willingness 

on the part of the major business groups to adopt a less 

. combative approach to labor. At a minimum, the attitudes 
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of both the public and congress tward leglislation favorable 

to business should be significantly infulenced by the 

degree to which they reflect a willingness to negociate 

and seek reasonable compromises along these lines. 

A final drawback with the use of tax cuts is that, 

although traditionally labled a liberal strategy, fr�m 

the point of view of aiding the most·disadvantaged in 

American society, they are actually the least desireable 

approach to reducing unemployment� The most pressing problems 

fo the poor and unemployed require measures to insure 

a minimum level of adequacy in spesific areas such as 

health care, housing, eductation and training, and job 

opportunities. General tax reductions, on the other hand, 

distribute federal funds in a totally unfocused way, delivering 

Ji1tl� 
relatively direct assistance to those most in need. 

" 

Although this approach is frequently justified as a 

necessary compromise with public opini�n, In fact1polls 

show that there is a wide resovoir of public support 

for focused programs to meet human needs, but relatively 

little enthousasm for tax cuts or obhe r measures that 

appear to many people as simply "throwing money out of 

a helocopter" to reduce unemployment. In the current political 

circumstances, the most effective and politically realistic 

way to aid the most disadvantaged is through the passage 

of targeted programs in the areas mentioned above, rather 

then relying on unfocused economic stimulation. 
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Given the speed and severity of the current recession 

however, it is qu ite possible that some form of tax cut 

will indeed b.e passed, simply as . the most obvious response .. 
to the mounting evidance of human tragety incresing unemployment 

will bring. But it would also be tragic if the argument 

over such policies were to obscure the need for other 

reforms aimed at moving tward the achievrnent of genuine 

and stable full employment, rather then one more repetition 

of the cycle of inflation-recession-inflation which is 

all � conventional policies can provide. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

6/2/80 
Frank Moore 
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Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

5/28/80 

Mr. President: 

Jack Watson concurs with NSC and 
Defense. 

Frank Moore calls to your attention 
that Rep. Schroeder raised this 
issue at a recent buffet and 
briefing because it is an important 
political issue to both � and 
to Sen. Gary H�rt. In ddition, 
Rep. Schroeder has bee helpful 
to the Administration n tough 
issues such as water- b 11 votes. 

Rick/Patti 
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ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

T H E \V 1-1 I T E J-1 0 USE 

\\'ASHINGTO:'\ 

May 23, 1980 

THE PRESIDENT 
f1� 

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSK I [_) )· 

Weteye Bombs 

Harold Brown has sent you an updated information memo 

3124 

(Tab A) on the Weteye nerve agent bombs now stored in the 
Rocky Mountain Arsenal at Denver. The original memo (Tab B) 
was being staffed in the White House when Harold called it 
back so that he could revise it to answer the concerns about 
Weteye raised by Pat Schroeder in your April 28 evening 
meeting with Congressmen. 

I share Harold's concern about the appearance of vacillation 
if we now decide to move these weapons to Utah. You should 
also know that Governor Matheson was quite pleased by the 
original decision to keep Weteye at Rocky Mountain -- which 
Jack Watson announced to him just before your meeting with 
Governors Matheson and List regarding MX. 

RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend that you support Harold's original decision on 
this issue, and that Frank Moore call Pat Schroeder to 

� explain that her pro�osals are inf@�sibler � � 

•• 

/U��� �Y >7te .r-� r� ..r�"Y-e ���c;._ y-1/ 
APPROVE / DISAPPROVE J..e . --��c/ .ZC.. 

� �cAG., .w'� 
� 7;!{;,/ /Vi'�£, 

.k/ �/'#" 

��r� 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

June 2, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Frank Moore �· 

You have indicated that you will telephone 10�12 Senators 
on �he fee. I recommend that you call the following: 

t/r fJ. • Ba ucus ( + Byrd' s commitment) (-) 
_;,..Melcher (?+ according to Byrd) 
7Domenici (called Byrd to say he was now - (from +) 

because of Budget) 
>Kassebaum ( + Byrd's commitment) 

ll·f••Randolph (+ Byrd's commitment) ( ? ) 
1/ D -Stafford ( + Byrd ' s commitment) (-} 

�> Fdrd (?- but Byrd said he could get this vote) 
V'f�- Mitchell ( ?+ from both you and Byrd) <.. T) 

�Durenberger (?+ according to Byrd, if revenue is used 
for tax cut later this year) 

V'(J- DeConcini ( ?-) 
>Stone (? according to Byrd) 

Also, Friday afternoon we suggested that you call the following 
Senators and renew that request if those calls have not been 
made: 

> Zorinsky (?) 
> Biden (?+) (+) 

>Cranston (?-) (�) 
Warner (?) -� ..ree.. 

> Exon (?-) 

In addition, since you were successful on Friday in getting 
the votes of a couple of Senators that Byrd had written off, 
I believe that we should attempt to set up personal meetings 
this afternoon between you and the following Senators: 

:;:> Stennis ( 11 if needed 11 according to Byrd) = ���.A'/. · 

>Cannon ( ?- according to FM) · M// ��� r---· "' ' 
;:,.Sarbanes (?- according to Bill Miller) L
> Burdick ( ?'-) Ot:Jw>/77,.1£,� o;/- A� a.JttMf,.: � 

We have talked with Phil and your schedule is open. 

J'u-1 o{ctf f�/ 

� �/m/;f ,_ 



NAME Senator Alan Cranston ----------��������------

TITLE 

CITY/STATE 

D-Cal. 

Phone Number--Home (
_

) _______ _ 

Work ·c
_

) 224-3553 

Other(
_

) ___ _ __ _ 

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary) 

To discuss the oil import fee. 

Frank Moore 
Requested by --------

Date of Request June 2, 19 8 0 

------� ----- ------------------------ ------------------------- --------- -- --------------
NOTES: (Date of Call _____ .) 

NAME Senator James Exon 

TITLE 0-Nebr. 

CITY/STATE ------------------------
Phone Number- -Home (

_
) ___________ _ 

Work (
_

) 224-4224 

Other(
_

) _ __ _ __ _ 

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary) 

To discuss the oil import fee. 

Requested by Frank Moore 

Date of Request June 2; 19 8 0 
1./ 

������--(����-��-����--------------;--------------------------------------------------

IE�ectrostatBc Copy M�de 

for PreservstBon PuG"pcHS 

.. �-::�.: .. , 

. tj �� 



NAME Senator John Warner 

TITLE R-Va. 

CITY/STATE 
--------------------------

Phone Number--Home (_) _________ _ 

Work (
_

) __ 
2_2_4_-_2_ 0_2_3 __ 

Other(
_

) ______ _ 

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary) 

To discuss the oil import fee. 

L.-,· 

Frank Moore 
Requested by -------

Date of Request June 2, 1980 · 

-------�--------------------------------------------------�--------- ------------------

NOTES: (Date of Call ) -------

·.�· 
· . .  ,, . _ __ _  _ 

NAME Senator Joe Biden 

(D-Del.) 

. ' . 

TITLE 
-------------------�-----

CITY/STATE 
-------------------------

/ 
Requested by Frank Moore 

Phone Number--Home (_) 
Date of Request June 2, 1980 

Work (
_

) 224-5042 

Other (
_) ________ _ 

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary) 

To discuss the oil import fee. 

������--(����-�;-����--------------)--------------------------------------------------

EDectrost2t�c Copy M�de 
�or iPII'eaervatlon Pyrpo�®s 

. :-��---



'-------�--·· ====--·-- ====.:::--··-· �-�·-···---·· ·-·- �-�········· ======::::::- ····====--�-· �·········-�··-········-·· 

, NAME Senator Edward Zorinsky 

TITLE 

CITY/STATE 

D-Nebr. 

Phone Number--Home ( ___ ) ______________ _ 

Work (
_

) 224-6551 

Other(
_

) _____ _ _ 

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary) 

To discuss the oil import fee. 

Requested by Frank Moore 

Date of Request June 2, 1 9 8 0 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTES: (Date of Call 

. ; . 

·, � .,. 

______ ) 

� ' : · . . ' ·. 

{ · . 

. • : . . ,:.·.· . 

' !� ... -�:·}.: 
' �- . 

.· ·.: . . ·., 

,· ··' 

; · . . ·; 

_ , -·-

. .. -·.:. !·::/ .. 

: .. ··· 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 31, 1980 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson � £,"'...._ /;' 72/f 

SUBJECT: Memos Not Submitted 

1. JOHN MOORE, President of the Export-Import Bank, sent 
you a copy of the speech his son, Johnnie {age 17), 
gave in the Government Club Debate at St. Alban's 
School. 

2. HAROLD RUSSELL, Chairman of the President's Committee 
on Employment of the Handicapped, wrote to thank you 
for attending their meeting and delivering "an address 
we shall never forget." He adds that they will be 
reproducing your speech for distribution throughout 
the country. 

3. A.J. GOODPASTER, Superintendent of the U.S. Military 
Academy, reports that he served as your representative 
in placing the Presidential wreath at the grave of 
President Ulysses S. Grant in New York City. 

4. WADE MCCREE, JR., the Solicitor General, wrote to 
thank you for the autographed picture taken during 
your recent meeting with President Janofsky of the 
ABA. 

5. Routine CAB DECISIONS in which the Counsel's office 
and all agencies concur; 

Docket 30870: 

Dockets 37209,37360: 

ElectrostaJtlc Copy M�d® 

for Preservation P��oeee 

Issues a permit to Aerotour 
Dominica for flights from the 
Dominican Republic to the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and 
Miami, plus additional charter 
flights. 

Allows Top Tours {of Spain) to 
contract with air carriers from 
points outside the u.s. to the 
u.s. and return. Transfers the 
permit of British West Indies 
Airways to Trinidad and Tobago 
Airways. This is based on the 
merger of Trinidad and Tobago's 
international and domestic carriers. 
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page two 

6. 

Dockets 34941,35516: 

Renews the permit of Bahamasair 
Holdings for a 5 year period and 
allows transportation b�tween 
varl.ous U.S. cities and the Bahamas. 
Tran�-...:M.editerranean .Airways .has 
i-ts permit re_newed· for 3· years and 

·allows transportation between N.Y. 
and Lebanon via ·seven. intermediate 
European .countries plus charter 
service. 

S. DAVID FREEMAN, Chairman of the TVA, sent you a report 
on his trip to China to • • .  "explore cooperation in hydro
electric development." He confirms that China has a severe 
need for our assistance and that there would be a way to 
help the PRC and also benefit the U.S. There is, however, 
a problem: because the Chinese have very little hard 
currency, they would like the u.s. to cover the expenses 
of the Chinese who come here for training, etc. Unfor
tunately, most agencies lack the authority to finance 
such expenses and the Foreign Assistance Act does not 
permit aid to be furnished to the PRC. The NSC and 
Lloyd Cutler are addressing this problem in the PRC 
interagency process. Freeman is aware of this review. 

7. PAUL VOLCKER sent you a copy of his May 29, 1980 
testimony before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing 
and Urban Affairs. 

8. AMBASSADOR REUBIN ASKEW sent you the USTR annual review 
of tariff treatment of brooms and broomcorn. USTR 
recommends you make no change in the existing rate quotas; 
DPS, OMB, NSC, and CEA all concur. 
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Let me read you a column by James Reston which appeared in the 
. ,  

New York Times about the President. 

"There is a·vague feeling of doubt and disappointment in 

the country about (the President's) first term. 

A reporter who asks about him in unfamiliar and 

varied communities comes away with a paradoxical 

impression. This is·that he is.not, as he is inclinded 

to believe, in danger of defeat. The situation is more 

complex and distur bing than that. One has the distinct 

impression that the American people are going to 

re-elect him, probably by a wide margin, but don1t 

quite believe in him • 

• • •  his problem is probably not how to get elected 

but how to govern. He is admired, but he has not 

made the people feel as he feels, or lifted them 

beyond their private purposes to see the larger public 

purposes he has �n mind. 

He is simply better known than anybody else, and this 

will probably be enough to assure his re-election, 

but this i s  a far cry from the atmosphere he promised 

when he :�:ran for the Presidency • • •  11 
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Does the President described by Reston deserve your support? 

Would you vote for· him'l · Well, .the column was written sixteen and 

a half years ago about John F. Kennedy. It appeared in the New 

York Times one week before his assassination. 

What does that tell us about public perceptions of a President? 

Can any President fulfill all the hopes and e�pectations .that 

surround the office? • .... 4 .. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Problem in Freeman's letter is being 
addressed in PRC interagency process. 
Recommend no reply to Freeman. Freeman 
is aware of interagency process.·. 
Cutler has same comment. 

Christine Dodson 
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ID 80307-1 

DATE: ?.9 M�Y 80 

FOR �rtON: LLOYD CUTLER 

T H E W H t T E H 0 U S E 

\-\1.1\SritNGTON 

ZBIG BRZEZINSKI 

INFO ONLY: THE VICE PRESIDEN'r 

SUBJECT: FREE.r-11\N LE�rER RE VISIT TO CH:J:Nl\ 

-i +-i ·H++++-i +-i;-1-i-i ++++ +++++++·t+++·H +++++;·++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

+ RESffiNSE DUE m RI�T< !1U'I'C'1ESON Sl'Z\FF SECRETZ\RY ( 45G-7052) + 
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE 37902 

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

May 27, 1980 

REPORT ON VISIT TO CHINA TO EXPLORE COOPERATION IN HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT 

Last August Vice President Mondale executed a protocol with the People's 
Republic of China on cooperation in hydroelectric power and related 
resource water management. In March a group of representatives of U. S. 
agenc�es concern.ed with hydropower (Departments of Energy and Interior, 
Corps of Engineers, and Tennessee Valley Authority) visited China and 
reached formal agreements to implement the protocol. I submit this brief 
report as the leader of the group. 

We confirmed that: 

China has a severe shortage of electric power which seriously inhibits 
industrial growth and the improvement of living standards. Heavy reliance on 
coal without adequate environmental standards has resulted in severe air 
quality problems in many areas. 

China has large underdeveloped ·rivers. Accelerated hydroelectric development 
could help relieve power shortages to speed modernization. 

China needs equipment, technical assistance, and training. The potential 
equipment market for U. S. companies is measured in billions of dollars. 
China would like to obtain equipment on concessionary terms, but we believe 
the Chinese now understand that U. S. agencies could not extend such concessions. 

Our China trip was a fruitful step toward meeting China's needs for technical 
assistance and training. Specific projects and activities were identified 
and exchanges of visits were agreed upon. We can be most helpful in multi-purpose 
analysis and economics, fields where the Chinese are relatively weak. 
Substantial benefits to both countries could follow from activities pursuant 
to this agreement. The Chinese are giving high priority to their hydro 
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program. Vice Premier Yu Qiuli stressed the crucial role of this energy 
connection in U. S. - Chinese relations. 

For the United States, these activities would: 

(1) Open a large market for U. S. manufacturers' goods and services 

(2) Strengthen China's friendship. with the United States in 
International affairs; 

(3) Place the United States in a better position to purchase oil 
from China for stockpiling; and 

(4) Improve our understanding of Chinese political and economic 
systems. 

There is a problem in implementing Annex I under the Protocol. It 
would seem to be a minor problem but it looms large for the Chinese. 
They are prepared to pay the travel and living expenses within China 
for visiting experts. In turn, since China has very little hard 
currency, they would like the United States Government to cover the 
expenses in the United States of Chinese who come here for information and 
training. Unfortunately, most U.S. domestic agencies lack the authority to 
finance such expenses from their own budgets and the Foreign Assistance Act 
does not permit aid to be furnished to the People's Republic of China. 
There are some options for handling these expenses, but they may not be 
consistent with current interpretation of the principle that the "benefitting 
side pays" which is the present United States policy. 

I urge you to take steps to re-examine United States policy and, if possible, 
respond to the Chinese request. I believe that cooperation with the People's 
Republic of China under the Hydropower Protocol and Annex can and should be 
broadly interpreted to be of mutual benefit to both countries, rather than 
as "aid" to China. Without such facilitating action, the opportunity provided 
by the Protocol and Annex may lead only to disappointment. The Chinese 
have already informed us that because of this problem, they will be unable 
to participate in the first activity specified in the protocol, a visit of 
ten Chinese specialists to the U.S. to study multi-purpose development of 
the Tennessee River Valley and the Colorado River Basin. With a change in 
U.S. policy, the prospects for major long-term benefits from U.S. - China 
cooperation look very promising indeed. A few million dollars invested in 
this way could lead to billions of dollars in increased trade and even more 
important benefits in international relations. 

Respectfully, 

S. David Freeman 
Chairman 
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Mr .• chairman, I welcome the opportunity .to outline .the 
. . 

preliminary views of the B.oard .of Governors .on S. 27,04, W'lich 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . 

would authorize the Board to impose margin requiremenbs· on .a · ·. ·. r .. ,. · ·-· - �. ,  "· · 

broad spectrum· of "financial" instruments in both the cash or 

"spot·" markets and in the futures or forward delivery .markets .. 

The Board shares the concerns .-- growing > out of recent develop-

m�nts in.the silver market -- �hat have prompted.these hearings 

and, in that regard, I have appended to .my statement an "Interim 

R·eport" ·on the financial aspects of that situation.. Rather than 

delve further into the particulars set forth in that Report, I 

·will use the time provided for my statement to conunent on under-

lying issue� fo which s. 2704 is 4irected. 

The Federal Reserve· does not hav.e .direct statutory or regu-

latory authority over .any conunodity or financial futures market. 
. ' 

We do ha�� �tatutory 
.
authority to establish margin

. 
requirements 

. 

for the purchase or carrying of equity and equity-type .securities, 

including stock ·options. And, in cooperation with the Tr.ea·sury, 

we have a more limited and informal oversight role with respect 
- - - ---- ------· - - ·------·-----; 

to the ,gove!l:"nrilent and government-re·lated · securities -markets. 

While our direct authority does not extend to the "futures" 

marketS 1 the C0r0m0di ty marketS generally 1 Or the gold .and Sil V.er 

markets specifically, we do have a continuing interest in the per-

formance and fundtioning of those markets. That interest arises 

in several contexts. For example, to the extent that price trends 

in those·rnarkets, or in segments of those markets, radically 

depart ._-_: for whatever reasons -- • fro� .general price movements 
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(as was the case with gold, silver and other commodities during 

late 1979 and early 1980) they can directly and indirectly fuel 

inflation and inflationary expectations. Recurring headlines 

detailing the substantial and cumulative rise in gold and silver 

prices, for example, surely worked to reinforce inflationary. 

expectations in 1979 and early 1980. Indeed, it was largely for 

this reason that the Federal Reserve, in October 1979 and again 

in March 1980, called specific attention to speculative tendencies 

in the commodities markets and requested banks to avoid speculative 

lending. 

The Federal Reserve's general interest in these markets also 

stems from its responsibilities for promoting the efficient. and 

effective functioning of the financial markets. That interest 

is obviously more pointed in certain interbank and government 

securities markets, but financial markets in the United States 

and around the world have become integrated to the point where it 

is very difficult, as a practical matter, to segregate one market 

or one institution from others. For example, some of the institutions 

with the greatest exposure in the silver situation had far flung 

activities in many other markets. Had one of those institutions 

become insolvent, the problem would have quickly spread to other 

markets, many of which are far removed from silver. Because of the 

interdependence of our financial markets, the Central Bank must 

be prepared_ t? take appropriate
'

steps to insure the continued 
- - - - · - - · · - - - -------------�- -;------ -

viability and integrity of the Jarkets, particularly in times 
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of stress. To fulfill this function, the Federal Reserve must 

have at least a general awareness of trends and developments in 
•. 

Finally, the Federal Reserve has a direct and immediate in-

terest in the extent to which credit is used to finance trans-

actions in financial markets. That interest can t�ke any of 

several forms, including a concern about credit-financed speculation, 

a concern about the diversion of credit from other uses, or a 

concern that an excessive use of credit for these purposes can 

ultimately threaten the safety and soundness of individual finan-

cial institutions. In the recent silver situation, it would seem 

that, at least to a degree, all of these areas of concern were 

present. 

Any approach to the regulation of these markets must star,t 

with a recognition of the character of the markets themselves . •  

Some tend to use the term "futures market" as .if it were .a clear 

term of art which conveniently encompasses the full range of 

instruments· and assets that are traded for forward delivery. 

In fact, all one needs to do is look at the pages of the Wall 

Street Journal to capture the diversity of these markets. We 

tend to think of futures markets as essentially related to agri-

cultural products when in fact a wide range of financial instruments 

for which there is no underlying tangible asset --.are now trading 

on the futures markets. Trading. in these· instruments began only 

about.S years.ago and in.the.relati;.vely short time since then has 

grown very rapidly. 
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Further, in most cases, futures markets are inexorably 

tied to an underlying asset that trades activ�li in cash or 

spot markets, not just here in the United States but around 

the world. These markets, whether viewed from the perspective 

of the ·relationship of the "spot" price to the ."futur�s" price 

or from the perspective· of the London price to the New York 

price,are highly interdependent. That interdependence is a 

reality which must weigh heavily in our deliberations as to the 

appropriate regulatory framework for the future. At the extreme, 

for example, we must recognize that excessive regulation may 

simply work to drive activity off the organized exchanges or 

offshore where the threat of abuse to the detriment of our own 

investors and institutions might be increased. 

All of thi� serves to bnderscore the Board's reluctance to 

endorse a·specific regulatory approach, or even a broad regula

tory philoso·phy, until. it has had more time to study the issues. 

To that end, the Federal Reserve, in consultation with other 

government agencies, has undertaken-an intensive study of these 

markets with a view toward developing specific recommendations 

to the·congress for legislative action. As a practical matter, 

I doubt that we can have even prelimina�y conclusions before mid

swnrner. Ido not want to anticipate the results of that considered 

review. I do, however, have some more general thoughts on the 

problems which s. 2704 seeks to address. 

At this point, I am tentatively inclined to the view that 

all forward and futures instruments should not be treated alike. 



More specifically, I believe that the distinction drawn in 

s. 2704 between "financial"·· f\l:tures and other forward..;.type 

instruments may be appropriate from the viewpoint of public 

policy. Certainly, futures in Treasury securities, foreign 

-··exchange, and perhaps gold and silver, to name a few, do have 

characteristics -- .including low cbst·s of transportation and 

·storage i� proportioi! to value -- that distinguish theSe 

instruments from futu-res in wheat ·or ·other agr1cul tui�i products. 

There is some evidence that speculative, as opposed to 

hedging, activity tends to be proportionately ·greater in those 

markets. "Financial"' futures, more9ver, are cif more direct and 

immediate interest to the Treasury and the Federal R�serve than . ·  

are the traditional agricultural futures, given our general 

responsibilities. 

The bill now berore this Committee would seek to-regulate 
·'"" 

these markets 'through the use of "margin requirements. • Such 

requirements might t:ake the. form of limiting the use of credit 

to finance transactions, establishing minimum cash or o.ther 

deposit req_uirements associated with the acquisition etf .such 

instruments, or both. Margins can be a useful tool fot limiting 

speculation, but. their use in the context of the futures market 

is quite different in substance than is the case in.the equity 

markets. 

Margins on futures contracts, as the_ markets are now 

- organized.� are . simply .a kinCJ. ·of .performance bond to assure that. 

contractu·al. obligations .are met:. -.. .Unlike the case in the :stock 
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market, no cash payment (apart fro� the margin requirement) 

is necessary at th� time a futures contract is acquired. 

Because of this, and because of the need to keep capital costs 

for legitimate market participants low, initial margins on futures 

contracts are very small -- no�mally only large enough to 6over 

one or two days maximum movement in price. Setting higher initial 

margin requirements would work to dampen speculation- by re'Ciucing 

leverage but will also work to drive participants out of the·, 

market, thereby reducing liquidity. Thus, it is not appa�ent 

to me at this time that the level of the initial margin -- of 

and by itself -- can be the. sole, or principal tool,· for ·reaching 

the speculative problem in all these markets. rn·this connection, 

it seems to me worthwhile to explore the possibility of differ-
. . 

entiating between classes of instruments and classes of market 

participants for purposes of setting initiai mai�ins. 

There is another aspect of margins on futut:es contracts 

that of maintenance margins -- that is appropriat�ly recognized 

in S. 2704 as an area of concern. Under current procedures, 

futures contracts are marked to market daily. Thus, when the 

price -Of a contract rises, those holding short positfons must 
. . ·. , . . . 

. . . . . 

make daily cash payments to satisfy the maintenance margin. 

These cash payments are transferred through the exchange clearing 

house and paid out to the long position. In the recent- si.iv�� 

episode, it was the maintenance margin and the daily marking- to 

market with corresponding cash payments that triggered the sub

stantial use of bank credit. This same mechanism also permits . . _ _  

0 .. � ...... . • • •  
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the pyrami-ding of positions as prices are ris�g . This raises 

in my mi:�� - the_ q�est.ien of_ whe.ther : it . might ·be appropriate --
� ._- •- . -. ···' 

at least _in .som.e . .;.Gircl,lmstances --:-:- to withhold ·:cash payments from 
·-�. 2 sv .f.:i 5�J .ris e-::-)' .. .!.q�-; :1. \:_ •1·._; :-::JJ J-�JlL.�.-. · · 

those on_J::.he '_',plus'�.,s;i,de of the market in connection with the 
s·s.orrr �c �uo yu JH�-"'�-... 

daily mar]{ing to .market. 
'' • ' • 

I 

Margin _:r;- equir�Ip�nts are only one possible approach to 
9-:L£ jf.:fi.T Bfll)J.:_,n..L,_,t'_,� s. · 

preventing ,. __ ;aq_-q._�esi ..fln-1these markets. I expect therefore that · 

--fi:c:)� 911.) .D.:l�' ..... !• t:: --

our study will examine alternative or complementary regulatory 

approaches , such.as position limits and increased monitor'ing of 
. . ·. ; 

. 

positions. across exchanges and across markets. �It may be that 
j:() rl:J .0i)f.::lS}::f :J.i::. t:IU-" 11-"-

in forestalling potential problems. 
- -r . : . • , 

. . • .. . -·-'- ... ..., <:.· •• �; < In any. case, �I would'· hoe· ',_ · 

want t� r�le u�t�suc�� possibility before th� stridy is 'c6mpl�ted. 

There i:s �al.$..9, <t,..�uestion as to how margin requirements (or 
�- :.::� j :""..) S'(�- 2. f-5 .:r �-f-)::; .J . ... g. 

·'='-\ 1- -· 

other regp.lator.y: - too.l.s) should be .administered.-d - ·I can understand 
"• �{.f.:r.rj· -c·:· �.LfO 10 il>J) .. .. J �--

a certain, _.lo.9ic of placing any such author i ty _cfor such financial 
-

futures with the Federal J�eserve,- partly because- there is no other 
·�.i.•-\ . .1���.;.-_,::_; .. ;•,;,.; ,J'�e:• J ,, 

natural, :log-icaL .forum,. I must confess to a- sense of uneasiness .. 8t2f.1.L'".l.J.:�8f! 9:Z:::::-Jl.!.._, U . ..!.. 

arising f_rQm ·the potential complexities of· effective regulation 

of these .;markets, with all of its_ implication-s-_ for staffing 

requirem�nts and_for demands on the time and energy of the Board. 

I believe ��an tell you the Board does not eagerly seek this-

authority • .._At the same time, we are willing-to approach the 

subject wi�h an open mind should .legislation�of the type proposed 

be pursued. 

, ·_ 
. . . -

� -.- .' .�. 
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It {.:�� conce�ivable th'k�t"' �a re��-latory plan could be modeled 

after t:lili" Mun�idi.pal Sectirlties�, ,�Rhlemakin'g Board i in other words., 
- . - :·.. _::.·.� . ' . . ·  _:.; . •  ---.;:·!"!,��-�: �- . - -��....;.�-- . ;;.;;_, 

a self-regulatory organ1'z'a:t1.on ::made up of industry representatives, 

bt£t'-:·whose� dkci�:ions WOU�la ;be ��bj�ct to over�ight by one or �O:r'e 

governrnerit agericies. Ho�et-er /�¥'-:believe� that the judgment �:::�to 

the most- �appropriate bod���lo .i&n1.nister an; regulations tha���re 

de�i:ned � app�opriate can �si bef�-fuade in the light and the con-

clusiorii�t·6�r study. 
. :r--. 

. ,..,.•:·-.-· 

:My� concerns about the�':ifppr'bprlate approach to regulation o:f 

these markets should not'1.Jif mi:§i£onstrued. ·In the aftermath �;f.::;.-

the sil�er situation, th�i:�'�ggl�:g�problems in other areas ofi· ���--= 

these markets,. and :their':�Bbntinuen explosive growth, I am firmly:� . .  

of� the view that a clear-�±':;iocil��-�:for some form of  government 

OVersight :and regulation�,� �t:a.k�ng �iH�-COUnt Of the credit aspects., 

is needed. ·-we fully exp�b£; 'uJ,if�:the compi:et.ion of our stud.i_;"E'_ 

to report :�ba:ck to the cori�J"'f�ss �jrl-fh specific recommendations��':·..:�' 

or a more d�tciiled reactibiF"to5�:-;;�i704, takihg full account ;;£:.:,. 

issues surfaced�� in market:-.1:1-�vei:�t��nts and in these hearings � �->��-; 
� 

·· ' . --

·-.·-:· .. 

. -� 
=---: -:: - . -� -_-=; __ • 

- � _:;_,:.. '.; -� . 

' -;: . '� 


